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CNN/FCN is the main tool for 2D image 
recognition

" operates with feature maps on regular grids
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output resolution is a tradeoff 

between computational cost 

and level of detail
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Mask R-CNN efficiently predicts

low-resolution masks
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note that different areas require 

different levels of detail
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some are perfectly segmented

with low resolution prediction
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whereas high-frequency 

regions require prediction

in a very high resolution



Related work

efficient representations for high-resolution output:

" 3D:
" mesh

" point cloud

" implicit function

" octree

" rendering in computer graphics:
" implicit function

" sampling based representation

representations that are more 

efficient than grids are common 

in other subfields but not in 2D 

image recognition
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PointRend gradually increases 

resolution by making predictions 

for the most uncertain points
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Point-based inference via subdivision 

lower resolutions prediction is 

upsampled with bilinear interpolation



Point-based inference via subdivision 

the subset of the most 

uncertain points is selected
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Point-based inference via subdivision 

prediction for each 

selected point is refined 

using a lightweight MLP
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PointRend architecture for instance segmentation

CNN backbone

backbone computes 

features that represent 

the whole image



PointRend architecture for instance segmentation

CNN backbone

coarse prediction

for each bounding box a 

small head yields low-

resolution mask prediction



PointRend architecture for instance segmentation

CNN backbone

coarse prediction

for a subset of points we 

extract features from the 

coarse prediction and the 

backbone features using 

bilinear interpolation



PointRend architecture for instance segmentation

CNN backbone

an MLP is used to make a prediction 

for each point independently

coarse prediction



Mask R-CNN with standard head vs. Mask R-
CNN with PointRend

+ PointRend + PointRend



Mask R-CNN with standard head vs. Mask R-
CNN with PointRend

+ PointRend + PointRend



Quantitative comparison: instance seg.

Mask R-CNN with standard head (4x conv) vs. Mask R-CNN with PointRend

AP* is COCO mask AP for a COCO-trained model 

evaluated against the higher quality LVIS annotation



PointRend for semantic segmentation 

PointRend can be applied on top of any 

modern semantic segmentation model



DeeplabV3 vs. DeeplabV3 + PointRend

+ PointRend



Quantitative comparison: semantic seg.

DeeplabV3 vs. DeeplabV3 with PointRend

SemanticFPN vs. SemanticFPN with PointRend



Take away

PointRend:

" high resolution output with little to no computational overhead

" “plug & play” on top of any FCN-based model for segmentation

" significant quantitative and qualitative improvement

" code is available in            Detectron2 

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/tree/master/projects/PointRend

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/tree/master/projects/PointRend

